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The dis overy of the superuid phases of Helium 3 in 1971 opened the
door to one of the most fas inating systems known in ondensed matter
physi s. Superuidity of Helium 3, originating from pair ondensation of
Helium 3 atoms, turned out to be the ideal test ground for many fundamental on epts of modern physi s, su h as ma ros opi quantum phenomena,
(gauge-)symmetries and their spontaneous breakdown, topologi al defe ts,
et . Thereby the superuid phases of Helium 3 enri hed ondensed matter physi s enormously. In parti ular, they ontributed signi antly 
and ontinue to do so  to our understanding of various other physi al
systems, from heavy fermion and high-T super ondu tors all the way to
neutron stars, parti le physi s, gravity and the early universe. A simple
introdu tion into the basi on epts and questions is presented.
PACS numbers: 67.57.z

1. The quantum liquids 3 He and 4 He
There are two stable isotopes of the
and Helium 4,
a mi ros opi

hemi al element Helium: Helium 3

onventionally denoted by

3 He

and

4 He,

respe tively. From

point of view, Helium atoms are stru tureless, spheri al par-

ti les intera ting via a two-body potential that is well understood. The attra tive part of the potential, arising from weak van der Waals-type dipole
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(and higher multipole) for es,

auses Helium gas to

state at temperatures of 3.2 K and 4.2 K for
at normal pressure.

3 He

ondense into a liquid
and

4 He,

respe tively,

The pressure versus temperature phase diagrams of

3 He and 4 He are shown in Fig. 1.

When the temperature is de reased even

further one nds that the Helium liquids, unlike all other liquids, do not
solidify unless a pressure of around 30 bar is applied. This is the rst remarkable indi ation of ma ros opi

quantum ee ts in these systems. The

origin of this unusual behaviour lies in the quantum-me hani al un ertainty
prin iple, whi h requires that a quantum parti le

an never be

ompletely

at rest at given position, but rather performs a zero-point motion about
the average position. The smaller the mass of the parti le and the weaker
the binding for e, the stronger these os illations are.
zero-point motion is
latti e- ell volume.

In the

ase of Helium, however, two features

to prevent the formation of a
ture:

(i)

In most solids the

onned to a small volume of only a fra tion of the
ombine

rystalline solid with a rigid latti e stru -

the strong zero-point motion arising from the small atomi

(Helium is the se ond-lightest element in the periodi

table); and

mass

(ii)

the

weakness of the attra tive intera tion due to the high symmetry of these
simple atoms.

It is this very property of Helium  of staying liquid 

that makes it su h a valuable system for observing quantum behaviour on
a ma ros opi

s ale. Quantum ee ts are also responsible for the strikingly

4 He and 3 He at even lower temperatures. Whereas
4 He undergoes a se ond-order phase transition into a state later shown to be
superuid, i.e. where the liquid is apable of owing through narrow apildierent behaviours of

laries or tiny pores without fri tion, no su h transition is observed in liquid

3 He

in the same temperature range (Fig. 1). The properties of liquid

3 He

below 1 K are nevertheless found to be in reasingly dierent from those of
a

lassi al liquid. It is only at a temperature roughly one thousandth of the

transition temperature of
forms

several

4 He that 3 He also be

than that of superuid

4 He.

The striking dieren e in the behaviours of
atures is a

and
leus

3 He and 4 He at low temper-

onsequen e of the laws of quantum theory as applied to systems

of identi al parti les,
being

omes superuid, and in fa t

superuid phases, ea h of whi h has a mu h ri her stru ture

i.e.

the laws of quantum statisti s.

4 He

The

atom,

omposed of an even number of ele trons and nu leons, has spin zero
onsequently obeys BoseEinstein statisti s. In
onsists of

spin of

I

=

1=2 ,

Consequently

three

ontrast, the

3 He

nu-

nu leons, whose spins add up to give a total nu lear

making the total spin of the entire

3
liquid He obeys FermiDira

3 He

atom

1=2

as well.

statisti s. So it is the tiny nu-

lear spin, buried deep inside the Helium atom, that is responsible for all
the dieren es of the ma ros opi

properties of the two isotopes.

Superuid Helium 3:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Pressure vs temperature phase diagram for (a) 3 He (logarithmi temperature
s ale); (b) 4 He (linear temperature s ale).

Sin e in a Bose system single-parti le states may be multiply o
at low temperatures this system has a tenden y to
energy single-parti le state (BoseEinstein
the superuid transition in

ondensation). It is believed that

4 He is a manifestation for BoseEinstein

sation. The all-important qualitative feature of the Bose
phase rigidity,
to

i.e. the fa

upied,

ondense into the lowestonden-

ondensate is its

t that it is energeti ally favourable for the parti les

ondense into a single-parti le state of xed quantum-me hani al phase,
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su h that the global gauge symmetry spontaneously broken.
quen e, ma ros opi

ow of the

As a

onse-

ondensate is (meta-)stable, giving rise to

the phenomenon of superuidity. In a Fermi system, on the other hand, the
Pauli ex lusion prin iple allows only single o

upation of fermion states. The

ground state of the Fermi gas is therefore the one in whi h all single-parti le

EF
TF = EF=kB 1

states are lled up to a limiting energy, the Fermi energy

. As predi ted

by Landau [1℄ and later veried experimentally (for a review see [2℄), the
properties of

3 He

well below its Fermi temperature

K are

similar to those of a degenerate Fermi gas. In parti ular the formation of a
phase-rigid

ondensate is not possible in this framework. Until the mid-1950s

3 He was therefore believed to be ruled out.

a superuid phase of liquid

On

the other hand, it is most remarkable that the property of superuidity [3, 4℄
was indeed rst dis overed experimentally in a
of the liquid of
superuidity of

Fermi

system, namely that

ondu tion ele trons in a super ondu ting metal [5℄. The

4 He was only found more than 25 years later.

2. Pair ondensation in a Fermi liquid
As demonstrated by Bardeen, Cooper and S hrieer (BCS) in 1957 [6℄

k

the key to the theory of super ondu tivity is the formation of Cooper pairs,

i.e.

k "; k #

pairs of ele trons with opposite momentum

(

). In the

ase of

are stru tureless obje ts,
relative

s

and spin proje tion



:

onventional super ondu tors the Cooper pairs

i.e. the two partners form a spin-singlet state in a

-wave orbital state. These Cooper pairs have total spin zero and

may therefore be looked upon in a way as

omposite bosons, whi h all have

the same pair wave fun tion and are all in the same quantum-me hani al
state. In this pi ture the transition to the super ondu ting state
to the Bose- ondensation of Cooper pairs, the
ized by ma ros opi

quantum

oheren e.

ondensate being

The

orresponds
hara ter-

on ept of BoseEinstein

ondensation is appealing sin e key features of super ondu tivity like the
Meissner ee t, ux quantization and superuid mass

urrents in

onven-

tional super ondu tors are naturally implied. Nevertheless, sin e the theory
of

onventional super ondu tivity is rmly based on BCS theory, the

of a BoseEinstein

on ept

ondensation of Cooper pairs traditionally did not re eive

mu h attention (or was even
ontext of superuid

onsidered to be downright wrong). Within the

3 He, this notion

was taken up again by Leggett [7, 8℄,

who argued that tightly bound BoseEinstein- ondensed mole ules on the
one hand and Cooper pairs on the other may be viewed as extreme limits
of the same phenomenon.
the time, is now well a

This approa h, whi h was quite provo ative at

epted [911℄. However, the original idea that at

T

Cooper pairs form and automati ally Bose- ondense has been revised sin e
then. Apparently Cooper-pair formation is not a separate phase transition

Superuid Helium 3:
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but is rather a matter of thermal equilibrium: for any nite
exists a nite density of pairs even above
per ondu tors  and even in high
small. At weak

T

T

, although in

materials  their density is negligibly

oupling (BCS limit) the

ondensation temperature and the

(not well-dened) temperature of pair formation pra ti ally
be ome dierent only at very strong

oupling there

onventional su-

oin ide; they

oupling (Bose limit). Similar ideas are

T

also impli it in several theoreti al approa hes to high-

super ondu tivity.

While in free spa e an attra tive for e has to be su iently strong to
bind two ele trons, inside the metal the presen e of the lled Fermi sea of

arbitrarily

ondu tion ele trons blo ks the de ay of a Cooper pair, so that an

small attra tive intera tion leads to the formation of stable Coopers pairs.
The attra tive intera tion between the ele trons of a Cooper pair in a

on-

ventional super ondu ting metal is due to the ex hange of virtual phonons
(ele tronphonon intera tion). If the phonon-mediated intera tion is strong
enough to over ome the repulsive Coulomb intera tions between the two
ele trons then a transition into a super ondu ting state may o

ur. On the

other hand, any other me hanism leading to attra tion between ele trons at
the Fermi surfa e is equally well suited for produ ing super ondu tivity.
Given the su

ess of the BCS theory in the

ase of super ondu tivity, it

was natural to ask whether a similar me hanism might also work for liquid

3 He.

Sin e there is no underlying

rystal latti e in the liquid that

diate the attra tive for e, the attra tion must
of the one- omponent

3 He liquid itself.

3 He potential is the strong repulsive

learly be an intrinsi

ould meproperty

The main feature of the interatomi

omponent at short distan es, and the

weak van der Waals attra tion at medium and long distan es. It soon beame

lear that, in order to avoid the hard repulsive

ore and thus make

optimal use of the attra tive part of the potential, the
have to form Cooper pairs in a state of
tum

l

nonzero

3 He

atoms would

relative angular momen-

. In this

ase the Cooper-pair wave fun tion vanishes at zero relative

distan e, thus

utting out the most strongly repulsive part of the potential.

In a

omplementary

lassi al pi ture one might imagine the partners of a

Cooper pair revolving about their
from ea h other by the

entre of gravity, thus being kept away

entrifugal for e.

When the superuid phases of

3 He were nally dis

overed in 1971 at tem-

peratures of about 2.6 mK and 1.8 mK, respe tively, by Oshero, Ri hardson
and Lee [12℄, in an experiment a tually designed to observe a magneti

3
transition in solid He, the results

ame as a great surprise.

phase
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3. The superuid phases of 3 He
Soon after the dis overy of the phase transitions by Oshero

three

was possible to identify altogether
bulk

et al. [12℄ it

distin t stable superuid phases of

3 He; these are referred to as the A, B and A1 phases.

In zero magneti

eld only the A and B phases are stable. In parti ular, in zero eld the A
phase only exists within a nite range of temperatures, above a

riti al pres-

sure of about 21 bar. Hen e its region of stability in the pressure-temperature
phase diagram has a roughly triangular shape as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
B phase, on the other hand, o

upies the largest part of this phase diagram

and is found to be stable down to the lowest temperatures attained so far.
Appli ation of an external magneti

eld has a strong inuen e on this phase

diagram. First of all, the A phase is now stabilized down to zero pressure.

1

Se ondly, an entirely new phase, the A

phase, appears as a narrow wedge

between the normal state and the A and B phases.
Owing to the theoreti al work on anisotropi

superuidity that had been

arried out before the a tual dis overy of superuid

3 He, progress in under-

standing the detailed nature of the phases was very rapid. This was
also due to the ex ellent

learly

onta t between experimentalists and theorists,

whi h greatly helped to develop the right ideas at the right time; see the
reviews by Leggett [14℄, Wheatley [15℄, and Lee and Ri hardson [16℄. A
prehensive dis ussion of the superuid phases of
list of referen es

3 He with

om-

a very extensive

an be found in our book [13℄ whi h also provides most of

the material presented in this arti le.
In parti ular, it fairly soon be ame possible to identify the A phase and
the B phase as realizations of the states studied previously by Anderson
and Morel [17℄ and Balian and Werthamer [18℄, respe tively. Therefore the
A phase is des ribed by the so- alled AndersonBrinkmanMorel (ABM)
state, while the B phase is des ribed by the BalianWerthamer (BW) state.
Consequently, A phase and ABM state are now used as synonyms; the
same is true in the

ase of B phase and BW state.

Although the three superuid phases all have very dierent properties,
they have one important thing in
phases are in a state with
momentum
pairing. In

l=1

ommon: the Cooper pairs in all three

S = 1)

parallel

spin (

and relative orbital angular

. This kind of pairing is referred to as spin-triplet

p

-wave

ontrast, prior to the dis overy of the superuid phases of

Cooper pairing in super ondu tors was only known to o

S = 0)

opposite spins (

and

l=1

,

i.e.

in a spin-singlet

3 He,

ur in a state with

s

-wave state.

should be noted that Cooper pairs in a super ondu tor and in superuid
are therefore very dierent entities: in the former

It

3 He

ase pairs are formed by

point-like, stru tureless ele trons and are spheri ally symmetri , while in the

3 He Cooper pairs are made of a tual atoms (or rather of quasiparti
3
involving He atoms) and have an internal stru ture themselves.
ase of

les

Superuid Helium 3:
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3.1. The Cooper-pair wave fun tion
represented as

Sz =

with

j""i with Sz = +1; 2

of all three substates,

=

1;+ (

where

k;
)

k
k

1;+ (
1;0 (

i.e.

)

j""i +

) and

1;

k

1;0 (

k

)(

l=0

omponent

0.

with a single amplitude

s

j"#i+ j#"i) +

substates for the spin.
angular momentum

lz = 0; 1
1;+ (

k

)

1;

k

( )

i.e. it

j##i ;

j##i

(1)

S=0

is given by only a

j#"i) ;

(2)

ount that, sin e

The same is of

l=1

, and

ase of a super ondu tor, where

0 (j"#i

=

So far we have only taken into a

S=1

, there are three

ourse true for the relative orbital

of the Cooper pair, whi h also has three substates

. This fa t is important if we want to investigate the amplitudes

et

.

further.

They still

ontain the

the spa e (or momentum) dependen e of
therefore

i.e.

j#") with

They may be

is in general a linear superposition

, the pair wave fun tion is mu h simpler,

single

of two par-

.

( ) are the three omplex-valued amplitudes

of the respe tive substates. In the
and

1=2 (j"#i+

1. The pair wave fun tion

S = 1)
Sz
Sz = 0

onguration (

Quantum-me hani ally, a spin-triplet

ti les has three substates with dierent spin proje tion

.

omplete information about
The pair wave fun tion

is

hara terized by three spin substates and three orbital substates,

by altogether 3

 3 = 9 substates with respe t to the spin and orbital

dependen e. Ea h of these nine substates is onne ted with a

omplex-valued

parameter. Here we see the essential dieren e between Cooper pairs with

S=l=0

( onventional super ondu tors) and

wave fun tions are very dierent. In the former

S=l=13

( He): their pair

ase a single

parameter is su ient for its spe i ation, in the latter

3 He nine

su h parameters are required.

a Cooper pair in superuid
a

3 He

This also expresses the fa t that

has an internal stru ture, while that for

onventional super ondu tor does not: be ause

anisotropi

.

omplex-valued

ase of superuid

This anisotropy may

l=1

, it is intrinsi ally

onveniently be des ribed by spe ifying

some dire tion with respe t to a quantization axis both for the spin and the
orbital

omponent of the wave fun tion.

In order to understand the novel properties of superuid
fore important to keep in mind that there are two

3 He, it is there-

hara teristi

dire tions

that spe ify a Cooper pair. Here lies the substantial dieren e from a super ondu tor and the origin of the multitude of unusual phenomena o -

3 He: the stru ture of the Cooper pair is hara terinternal degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, in both ases the super-

urring in superuid
ized by

uid/super ondu ting state
s opi

an be viewed as the

ondensation of a ma ro-

number of these Cooper pairs into the same quantum-me hani al

state, similar to a BoseEinstein

ondensation, as dis ussed above.
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4. Order parameter and broken symmetry
In the normal liquid state Cooper pair expe tation value is zero. Obviously in the superuid a new state of order appears, whi h spontaneously
sets in at the

riti al temperature

normal uid to the superuid,
uous, sin e the

i.e.

T

. This parti ular transition from the

into the ordered state, is

alled  ontin-

ondensate  and hen e the state of order  builds up

ontinuously. This fa t may be expressed quantitatively by introdu ing an
order-parameter that is nite for

Ferromagnets:
paramagneti

T <T

and zero for

T T

A well-known example of su h a transition is that from a

to a ferromagneti

state of a metal when the system is

below the Curie temperature. In the paramagneti

hM i

ooled

regime the spins of the

parti les are disordered su h that the average magnetization
system is zero.

.

Mathemati ally speaking, the magnetization

three- omponent ve tor. Invarian e in the paramagneti

M

of the

is a real

phase under arbi-

trary global rotations in the three-dimensional spin spa e implies that the
spin system is invariant under a symmetry group G=SO(3). (For an introdu tion into the mathemati al des ription of broken symmetries by group
theory see Ref. [13℄). By
more or less aligned and

M

hM i is thus nite. In this

ontrast, in the ferromagneti

phase the spins are

ase the system exhibits

long-range order of the spins. Clearly, the existen e of a preferred dire tion
of the spins implies that the symmetry of the ferromagnet under spin

rotations is redu ed (broken) when

ompared with the paramagnet: the

dire tions of the spins are no longer isotropi ally distributed, and the system will therefore no longer be invariant under the full spin rotation group

M

G=SO(3). So, in the ferromagneti
der rotations

about

the axis

,

phase the system is only invariant unorresponding to the group of rotations

H=U(1)  a subgroup of SO(3); H is
the ferromagneti

alled the

phase. This phenomenon is

remaining symmetry

in

alled spontaneously broken

symmetry; it is of fundamental importan e in the theory of phase transitions.

It des ribes the property of a ma ros opi

in the thermodynami

jhM ij, the magnitude of the magnetization.

symmetry of the mi ros opi
by

i.e.,

system (

a system

limit) that is in a state that does not have the full

jhM ij is

dynami s. The degree of ordering is quantied

order parameter of the ferromagneti

Hen e

state.

BCS super ondu tors and superuid 4 He:

The

alled the

on ept of sponta-

neously broken symmetry also applies to super ondu tors and superuids.
Here the order parameter measures the existen e of Cooper pairs and is
given by the probability amplitude for a pair to exist at a given temperature.

In the

ase of

onventional super ondu tors and superuid

order parameter is given by a single
amplitude

0

and phase (gauge)



omplex

. Above

parameter

T

 = 0

4 He

ei ,

the

with

, in the normal phase, the

Superuid Helium 3:
system is invariant under an arbitrary
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hange of the phase

 ! 0

,

i.e. un-

der a gauge transformation. This gauge symmetry is due to the fa t that
the interparti le for es

onserve parti le number, and is equivalent to the

symmetry group G=U(1). Below

T

, when Cooper pairs have a nite expe -

tation value su h that parti le number is no longer
value of
broken.



onserved, a parti ular

is spontaneously preferred and the U(1) symmetry is

ompletely

Gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken in any superuid or super ondu tor.

3 He,

In addition, in an odd-parity pairing superuid, as in the

where

l=1

ase of

, the pairs are ne essarily in a spin-triplet state, implying

that rotational symmetry in spin spa e is broken, just as in a magnet. At
the same time, the anisotropy of the Cooper-pair wave fun tion in orbital
spa e

alls for a spontaneous breakdown of orbital rotation symmetry, as in

liquid

rystals. All three symmetries are therefore simultaneously broken in

superuid

3 He.

What then are the order parameter and the spontaneously

broken symmetries of superuid

3 He?

4.1. The order parameter and symmetry group des ribing superuid 3 He
3
Owing to the fa t that the Cooper-pair wave fun tion of superuid He
is

S=1 p

omplex and has a spin-triplet (

),

l=1

-wave (

) stru ture with

 3 = 9 substates the order parameter des ribing the superuid phase may
be written as a 3  3 matrix Aj with omplex omponents. Here  = 1; 2; 3
3

refers to spin spa e and

j

;;

= 1 2 3 to orbital (i.e.

this order parameter has a

onsiderably more

k

-)spa e.

Obviously

ompli ated stru ture than

onventional order parameters.
If we only

onsider the intera tions responsible for the formation of the

ondensed state then the free energy of the system has to be invariant under
separate three-dimensional rotations in spin spa e, in orbital spa e and under
a gauge transformation.

Hen e the symmetry group that allows for these

symmetries is given by a produ t of three independent symmetries [14℄

Here the indi es
respe tively.

LS
,

G = SO(3)L
, and



 SO(3)S  U(1) :

(3)

indi ate orbital spa e, spin spa e and gauge,

Clearly, this symmetry group is mu h ri her in stru ture than those

on-

sidered before. In fa t, it in orporates the order parameter symmetries of
liquid

rystals, SO(3)L , as well as of magnets, SO(3)S , and of isotropi

uids, U(1) , all at the same time. This implies that the

broken

super-

symmetries

resulting from (3) will also be mu h more intri ate than, say, in the

ase of

the ferromagnet, where only a single degree of freedom is relevant.
One might think that a study of the above mentioned broken symmetries

ould be performed mu h more easily by investigating them separately,
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within the isotropi

self. However, the

superuid, the magnet, the liquid

ombination of several

et .,

rystal,

simultaneously broken

it-

ontinuous

symmetries is mu h more than just the simple sum of the properties of all
these known systems. Namely, some of the symmetries of superuid
jointly broken, leading to what is

3 He are

alled relative symmetries. For example,

i.e., the SO(3)L  SO(3)S -part of (3), may
ome SO(3)L+S , i.e. a (sub-)group des rib-

the spinorbit rotation symmetry,
be simultaneously broken to be

linear ombination of the individual groups SO(3)L and SO(3)S . This
3 He (see below). Another
example is the gauge-orbit symmetry, i.e., the SO(3)L  U(1) -part of (3),
whi h may be simultaneously broken to a single subgroup U(1)Lz + [19, 20℄.
3
This is the ase in the A phase of superuid He (see below). In both ases a

ing a

situation is realized in the B phase of superuid

rigid

onne tion is established between the previously independent degrees of

freedom, leading to long-range order in the

ondensate only in the

ombined

(and not in the individual) degrees of freedom.

4.2. The stru ture of the superuid phases of 3 He
It is
triplet

p

lear that in prin iple the internal degrees of freedom of a spin-

-wave state allow for many dierent Cooper-pair states and hen e

superuid phases. (This is again dierent from ordinary super ondu tivity
with

S = 0; l = 0

pairing, where only a

single

phase is possible). Of these

dierent states, the one with the lowest energy for given external parameters
will be realized.

4.2.1. B phase
In fa t, Balian and Werthamer [18℄ showed, that, within a

onventional

weak- oupling approa h, of all possible states there is pre isely one state

all temperatures. This state
3
superuid He. The state origi-

(the BW state) that has the lowest energy at
is the one that des ribes the B phase of

l
J l S

S

nally dis ussed by these authors is one in whi h the orbital angular momentum

=

and spin

+

of a Cooper-pair

= 0. This

3 P0

ouple to a total angular momentum

state is, however, only a spe ial

ase of a more

general one with the same energy (in the absen e of spinorbit intera tion),
obtained by an arbitrary rotation of the spin axes relative to the orbital axes

nb

of the Cooper-pair wave fun tion. Su h a rotation may be des ribed mathemati ally by spe ifying a rotation axis
phase all three spin substates in (1) o

and a rotation angle

has a rather surprising property: in spite of the intrinsi
has an

isotropi



. In the B

ur with equal measure. This state
anisotropy, the state

energy gap. (The energy gap is the amount by whi h the

system lowers its energy in the

ondensation pro ess,

i.e. it is the minimum

energy required for the ex itation of a single parti le out of the

ondensate.)

Superuid Helium 3:
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Therefore the B phase resembles ordinary super ondu tors in several ways.
On the other hand, even though the energy gap is isotropi , the B phase
is intrinsi ally anisotropi . This is

learly seen in dynami

experiments in

whi h the Cooper-pair stru ture is distorted. For this reason the B phase is

nb

sometimes referred to as pseudo-isotropi . Owing to the quantum
en e of the superuid state, the rotation axis

and angle



oher-

hara terizing a

Cooper pair in the B phase are ma ros opi ally dened degrees of freedom,
whose variation is physi ally measurable.
In the B phase gauge symmetry is
super ondu tors or superuid

4 He)

ompletely broken (as in

and a linear

onventional

ombination of the spin

orbit symmetry is broken; the remaining symmetry of the order parameter
orresponds to the group SO(3)L

of that phase

+S .

4.2.2. A phase
Sin e in weak- oupling theory the B phase always has the lowest energy,
an explanation of the existen e of the A phase of superuid

3 He obviously

requires one to go beyond su h an approa h and to in lude strong- oupling
ee ts [21, 22℄; for a review of a systemati
the fa t that, at present, mi ros opi
ing transition temperatures for
ee t that

apable of

omput-

it is helpful to single out a parti ular

an explain the stabilization of the A phase over the B phase

at least qualitatively.
su h a

3 He,

approa h see [23℄. In view of

theories are not

As demonstrated by Anderson and Brinkman [21℄

on eptually simple ee t  a feedba k me hanism  indeed exists:

the pair

orrelations in the

between the

3 He

ondensed state

hange the pairing intera tion

quasiparti les, the modi ation depending on the a tual

state itself. As a spe i

me hanism, these authors

onsidered the role of

spin u tuations and showed that a stabilization of the state rst

onsid-

ered by Anderson and Morel [17, 24℄ is indeed possible. This only happens
at somewhat elevated pressures, sin e spin u tuations be ome more pronoun ed only at higher pressures. This ABM state does indeed des ribe
the A phase. It has the property that, in

ontrast with

3 He-B, its magneti

suspe tibility is essentially the same as that of the normal liquid. This is a
lear indi ation that in this phase the spin substate with
the only one that

Sz

= 0, whi h is

an be redu ed appre iably by an external magneti

is absent. Therefore

3 He-A is

omposed only of

eld,

j""i and j##i Cooper pairs.

This implies that the anisotropy axis of the spin part of the Cooper-pair
wave fun tion,
pre isely,
vanishes:

db
db  S
bl

momentum

alled

db

, has the same xed dire tion in every pair. (More

is the dire tion along whi h the total spin of the Cooper pair
= 0.) Likewise, the dire tion of the relative orbital angular

is the same for all Cooper pairs. Therefore in the A phase the

anisotropy axes

db

and

bl of the Cooper-pair wave fun tion are long-range-
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ordered,

i.e. are preferred dire

tions in the whole ma ros opi

sample. This

implies a pronoun ed anisotropy of this phase in all its properties. In par-

k

ti ular, the value of the energy gap now expli itly depends on the dire tion
in

spa e on the Fermi sphere and takes the form

kb (T ) = 0(T )

h

1

(

i

kb  bl 2 1=2 :
)

(4)

Hen e the gap vanishes at two points on the Fermi sphere, namely along

Be ause of the existen e of an axis b
l, this state is also

bl.

alled the axial state.

The existen e of nodes implies that in general quasi-parti le ex itations may

take pla e at arbitrarily low temperatures. Therefore, in

ontrast with

3 He-B

or ordinary super ondu tors, there is a nite density of states for ex itations
with energies below the average gap energy, leading for example to a spe i
heat proportional to

T3

at low temperatures. The existen e of point nodes

(Fermi points) of the A phase order parameter allows one to draw detailed
analogies with relativisti

quantum eld theory [25, 26℄, as will be dis ussed

in Se tion 6.
In the A phase the spin rotation symmetry is broken (as in a ferromagnet), as well as a linear
an additional dis rete

ombination of the gauge-orbit symmetry. Negle ting

Z2

symmetry, the remaining symmetry of the order pa-

rameter of that phase therefore

orresponds to the group U(1)Sz

4.2.3. A1 phase
The third experimentally observable superuid phase of
phase, is only stable in the presen e of an external magneti

 U(1)Lz +.

3 He,

the

A1

eld. In this

j""i state, orreomponents with j"#i + j#"i and j##i states are

phase Cooper pairs are all in a single spin substate, the
sponding to

Sz

= + 1; the

missing.

It is therefore a magneti  superuid  the rst homogeneous

magneti

liquid ever observed in nature. The remaining symmetry of that

phase

orresponds to U(1)Sz

+  U(1)Lz + .

4.3. Broken symmetries in high-energy physi s
Symmetries and symmetry breaking are of fundamental importan e in
high-energy physi s. This has to do with the
metries and
a

lose

onne tion between sym-

onserved quantities (Noether's theorem).

If, experimentally,

onserved quantity is identied, the question arises as to what symme-

try is responsible for it. For example, a one-parameter quantity (a
say) involves an underlying U(1) symmetry.

harge,

One then has to re onstru t

the initial underlying symmetry that by symmetry breaking leads to the experimentally observable lower symmetries. In this way high-energy physi s
may be understood as a sequen e of symmetry breakings. We should note,
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however, that in high-energy physi s the relevant symmetries are usually

lo al (i.e. gauge-) symmetries rather than the global symmetries
in

onsidered

ondensed-matter physi s. (This implies an AndersonHiggs me hanism

rather than Goldstone modes [27, 28℄).

On the other hand, even in high-

energy physi s, namely in the theory of strong intera tions, there is an example of a globally broken symmetry that is very similar to those

onsidered

here.
For this let us

onsider an isodoublet of quarks with only two avours,

ud

namely an up- and a down-quark ( , ). Initially there is a

hiral invarian e

between left-handed (L) and right-handed (R) states (we negle t the weak



intera tion):

The

u  ; u  :
d L d R

orresponding symmetry,

(5)

i.e. separate rotations with respe

t to left

and right, is represented by

G = SU(2)L

 SU(2)R :

(6)

(For simpli ity, we have negle ted two additional U(1) symmetries in (6):
one related to baryon-number

onservation and another

onne ted with an

axial symmetry; the latter is not realized in nature and is believed to be
broken by strong intera tions (the U(1) problem [29℄).)

Experimentally,

however, we know that the invarian e under the full symmetry group (6)
is not observed  a fa t attributed to a broken symmetry.
imagines a

ud

Indeed, one

ud

ondensation between quarks ( , ) and antiquarks ( , ) to take

pla e  very similar to Cooper pairing.
broken down to a remaining SU(2)

In this way the symmetry (6) is

L+R , in analogy to the B phase.

again en ounter a relative broken symmetry where now the

Here we

orresponding

Goldstone bosons are the three pions.
A dierent example, now involving gauge symmetries in the theory of
ele troweak intera tions, is a model due to Pati and Salam [30℄, an extension
of the WeinbergSalam model. Again we

ud
,

onsider left/right isodoublets of

quarks, and, in addition, a hyper harge. The left/right symmetries are

both des ribed by an SU(2), the latter one by a U(1) symmetry. Hen e the
underlying symmetry is

G = SU(2)L

 SU(2)R  U(1)Y =2

(7)

(note that this group is essentially identi al with the symmetry group (3)

3 He!). On an experimental level at low energies only
subgroup H = U(1)Lz +Y=2 , i.e. ordinary QED, is realized. It involves
z omponents of the left-handed isospin (the SU(2)R is assumed to be

des ribing superuid
the
the
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ompletely broken) and the hyper harge, whose generator is the ordinary
ele tri

harge

Q = Lz + Y=2

.

This implies a broken relative symmetry

involving two symmetries.

5. Orientational ee ts on the order parameter
For a pair- orrelated superuid, the pairing intera tion is the most important intera tion, sin e it is responsible for the formation of the

ondensate

itself. Nevertheless, there also exist other, mu h weaker, intera tions, whi h
may not be important for the a tual transition to the pair- ondensed state,
but whi h do be ome important if their symmetry diers from the aforementioned. In parti ular, they may be able to break remaining degenera ies.

The dipoledipole intera tion:
the nu lear spins of the
anisotropi ,

Here

0

The dipoledipole intera tion between

3 He atoms

leads to a very weak, spatially strongly

oupling. The relevant

oupling

gD (T )

onstant

2  (T ) 2

gD (T )  a30 E
n:
F

is the nu lear magneti

is given by

(8)

moment, su h that

a

dipole energy of two parti les at relative distan e

20=a3

is the average

(the average atomi

distan e), while the se ond fa tor measures the probability for these two
parti les to form a Cooper pair and

20=a3

orresponds to about 10

7 K,

n

is the overall parti le density. Sin e

this energy is extremely small and the

resulting intera tion of quasiparti les at temperatures of the order of 10

might be expe ted to be

3K

ompletely swamped by thermal u tuations. This

is indeed true in a normal system. However, the dipoledipole intera tion
implies a spinorbit

oupling and thereby has a symmetry dierent from that

of the pairing intera tion.

In the

ondensate the symmetries with respe t

to a rotation in spin and orbital spa e are spontaneously broken, leading
to long-range order (for example of

db

and

bl in the

theless, the pairing intera tion does not x the
preferred dire tions, leaving a

ase of

relative

ontinuous degenera y.

3 He-A).

Never-

orientation of these
As pointed out by

Leggett [14, 3133℄, in this situation the tiny dipole intera tion is able to
lift the degenera y, namely by

hoosing that parti ular relative orientation

of the long-range ordered preferred dire tions for whi h the dipolar energy
is minimal. Thereby this intera tion be omes of
One may also view this ee t as a

permanent

ma ros opi

lo al magneti

3 mT at any point in the superuid (in a liquid!).

In

3 He-A

b and bl.
intera tion is minimized by a parallel orientation of d

Ee t of a magneti eld:

An external magneti

importan e.
eld of about
the dipolar

eld a ts on the nu lear

spins and thereby leads to an orientation of the preferred dire tion in spin

Superuid Helium 3:
spa e. In the

ase of

SkH

di ular to the eld
guarantees

Walls:

.
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d

3 He-A the orientation energy is minimal if b is perpen-

H

, sin e (taking into a

ount

db  S

= 0) this orientation

Every experiment is performed in a volume of nite size. Clearly,

the walls will have some ee t on the liquid inside. In superuid

3 He

this

ee t may readily be understood by using a simple pi ture. Let us view the
Cooper pair as a kind of giant mole ule of two
around ea h other.

3 He quasiparti

les orbiting

For a pair not to bump into a wall, this rotation will

have to take pla e in a plane parallel to the wall. In the

ase of

3 He-A, where

the orbital angular momentum b
l has the same dire tion in all Cooper pairs
(standing perpendi ular on the plane of rotation), this means that b
l has to

be oriented perpendi ular to the wall.
of

bl

aused by the walls [34℄.

So there exists a stri t orientation

In the B phase, with its (pseudo) isotropi

order parameter, the orientational ee t is not as pronoun ed, but there are
qualitatively similar boundary

onditions.

5.1. Textures and defe ts

db

From the above dis ussion, it is
in

3 He-A are in general subje

t to dierent, often

ompeting, orientational

ee ts (for simpli ity, we shall limit our des ription to
time, the

bl and

lear that the preferred dire tions

3 He-A). At the same

ondensate will oppose any spatial variation of its long-range or-

der. Any bending of the order-parameter eld will therefore in rease the
energy, thus giving an internal stiness or rigidity to the system. While the
orientational ee ts might want

db

and

bl to adjust on the smallest possible

length-s ale, the bending energy wants to keep the
as possible. Altogether, the

onguration as uniform

ompetition between these two opposing ee ts

will lead to a smooth spatial variation of

db

and

bl throughout the sample,

alled a texture. This nomen lature is borrowed from the physi s of liquid
rystals, where similar orientational ee ts of the preferred dire tions o

ur.

The bending energy and all quantitatively important orientational energies are invariant under the repla ement
and

db ! db; bl ! bl

. A state where

db

bl are parallel therefore has the same energy as one where db and bl are

antiparallel.

This leads to two dierent, degenerate ground states.

There

is then the possibility that in one part of the sample the system is in one
ground state and in the other in a dierent ground state. Where the two
gurations meet they form a planar defe t in the texture,
wall [35℄. This is in

on-

alled a domain

lose analogy to the situation in a ferromagnet

om-

posed of domains with dierent orientations of the magnetization. Domain
walls are spatially lo alized and are quite stable against external perturbations. In fa t, their stability is guaranteed by the spe i

nature of the
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order-parameter stru ture of
analysed a

3 He-A. Mathemati

ally, this stru ture may be

ording to its topologi al properties; for reviews see the arti les

by Mermin [36℄ and Mineev [37℄. The stability of a domain wall
tra ed ba k to the existen e of a

onserved topologi al

same mathemati al approa h, one
of the superuid phases of

3 He

for point and line defe ts,
Defe ts

an then be

harge. Using the

an show that the order-parameter elds

not only allow for planar defe ts but also

alled monopoles and vorti es, respe tively.

an be non-singular or singular, depending on whether the

ore

of the defe t remains superuid or whether it is for ed to be ome normal
liquid. The

on ept of vorti es is, of

ourse, well-known from superuid

However, sin e the order-parameter stru ture of superuid
ri her than that of superuid

4 He,

3 He

4 He.

is so mu h

there exist a wide variety of dierent

vorti es in these phases. Their detailed stru ture has been the subje t of intensive investigation, in parti ular in the

3
superuid He, where they play a

ontext of experiments on rotating

entral role [38, 39℄.

6. Relation to other elds
Why spend so mu h eort on sorting out the strange behaviour of states
of matter only found at temperatures so low that they are even outside the
rea h of most low-temperature laboratories? Partly, of

ourse, be ause it

is there, and be ause  like any other system  superuid
to be studied in its own right.
that superuid

3 He

deserves

However, what is even more important is

3 He is a model system that exemplies many of the

on epts

of modern theoreti al physi s and, as su h, has given us, and will further
provide us, with new insights into the fun tioning of quantum-me hani al
many-body systems

lose to their ground state.

Quantum amplier:

The ma ros opi

oheren e of superuid

3 He

may

serve as a quantum amplier of weak and ultraweak intera tion ee ts.
One example (see Se tion 5) is the dipoledipole intera tion between the
Helium nu lei. Even more spe ta ular is the predi tion by Leggett [40℄ of
a permanent ele tri

dipole moment of the Cooper pairs in the B phase

due to the ampli ation of the parity-violating part of the ele tronproton
intera tion (weak neutral

urrents) mediated by the ex hange of

for a detailed dis ussion see [13℄.

Z0

bosons;

The permanent parity-violating dipole

moment in the B phase is quite small but is not hopelessly outside the
experimentally a

essible range.

and hadrons also has a
ele tri

T

i.e.

- (

The weak intera tion between ele trons

CP

-)violating part. A measurement of the

dipole moment of the B phase would then allow one to determine

the strength of the

T

-odd intera tion [41℄.

Superuid Helium 3:

Un onventional super ondu tors:
are parti ularly ex iting.

T

in the high-
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Anisotropi

super ondu ting states

It is now well established that super ondu tivity

uprates and, at least in some

ases, in the so- alled heavy-

fermion systems, is due to the formation of anisotropi
symmetry [42℄. Many of the

d

pairs with

-wave

on epts and ideas developed for superuid

3 He

have been adapted to these systems.

Neutron stars:

There are several other physi al systems for whi h the

ideas developed in the
is an anisotropi
a

ontext of superuid

3 He are relevant.

One of them

superuid system that already exists in nature but is not

essible for laboratory experiments: this is the nu lear matter forming the

ores of neutron stars. There the pairing of neutrons has been
be of

p

al ulated to

-wave symmetry. Be ause of the strong spinorbit nu lear for e, the

total angular momentum of the Cooper pairs is predi ted to be

Cosmology and early universe:
as a test system for the
universe. A

Re ently superuid

reation of  osmi

J =2

3 He has

[43,44℄.

been used

strings in the early stages of the

ording to Kibble [45℄ and Zurek [46℄ the observed inhomogene-

ity of matter in the universe may be understood as the result of the
of defe ts generated by a rapid

reation

ooling through se ond-order phase transi-

tions, whi h led to the present symmetry-broken state of the universe. In two
dierent experiments with superuid

3 He, performed at the low-temperature

laboratories in Grenoble [47℄ and Helsinki [48℄, a nu lear rea tion in the superuid, indu ed by neutron radiation,

aused a lo al heating of the liquid

into the normal state. During the subsequent, rapid
superuid state the

ooling ba k into the

reation of a vortex tangle was observed. The experi-

mentally determined density of this defe t state was found to be

onsistent

with Zurek's estimate and thus gives important support to this

osmologi-

al model; see also [49℄. Furthermore, a re ent experimental veri ation of
momentogenesis in
ideas on

3 He-A by Bevan et al. [50℄ was found to support

urrent

osmologi al baryogenesis. (Baryogenesis during phase transitions

in the early universe is believed to be responsible for the observed ex ess of
matter over antimatter.) In view of these ex iting new developments it may
be ome possible in the future to model and study

osmologi al problems in

the low-temperature laboratory in mu h more detail.

Parti le physi s and gravity:
derstanding superuid

3 He

As dis ussed in Se tion 4, the key to un-

is spontaneously broken symmetry.

Volovik

showed that the existen e of point nodes (Fermi points) in the A phase
order parameter allows one to draw detailed analogies with relativisti
tum eld theory [25,26,5153℄. Thereby fundamental

quan-

onne tions with parti-

le physi s exist whi h derive from the interpretation of the order-parameter
eld as a quantum eld with a ri h group stru ture. The

olle tive modes

of the order parameter as well as the lo alized topologi al defe ts in a given
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ground-state

onguration are the parti les of this quantum eld theory.

e.g. the axial anomaly) known from parti le physi s an
3 He model system, and it appears that fundamental
3
insight gained from the experimental study of superuid He will be use3
ful in parti le theory. Indeed, both the A phase of superuid He and the
Various anomalies (

be identied in the

ele troweak va uum belong to the

lass of gapless Fermi systems with topo-

logi ally stable point nodes [25℄. The fermioni
are

hiral, and the

olle tive bosoni

(quasi-)parti les in this

lass

modes are the ee tive gauge and grav-

itational elds [26, 52℄. This provides a dire t link between the dynami s of
quantum liquids and gravity [53℄.
energies these

today in high energy physi s,
general

In parti ular, in the limit of very low

ondensed matter systems reprodu e all symmetries known

e.g. Lorentz

invarian e, gauge invarian e and

ovarian e.

Clearly, the unique ri hness of the stru ture of the superuid phases of

3 He

ontinues to lead to new aspe ts whose investigation provides unex-

pe ted insights.
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